
 

 

 

 

 

Medium Term Planning – Reception  
 
Term Lent 2019  Subject Expressive Arts and Design 

 

 

General Notes 
 
Expressive Arts and Design includes Art and Design, Music, Drama and Dance. The children have weekly 
Art lessons where the work produced is themed with the other areas of learning. The children also have a 
weekly Music lesson, Ballet lesson and a Drama lesson. During Art lessons the children can also explore 
other areas of creativity like modelling, role play and crafts. 
 

 

Aims 
 

 To promote enjoyment and confidence in creative exploration. 

 To develop imagination in their investigations. 

 To give opportunities for the children to record from first-hand observation, experiences and 
imagination. 

 To encourage the children to develop their own ideas. 

 To work with a range of materials. 

 To develop their confidence and knowledge with a range of tools and techniques 
 

 

Objectives 
 
(Early Years Foundation Stage Objectives for Expressive Arts and Design) 
 

1. Sing songs, make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them. 
2. Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings by using and exploring a variety of materials, 

experimenting with colour, design, texture, shape and form. 
3. Use what they have learned about media and materials in purposeful and original ways. 
4. Represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through design and technology, art, music, 

dance, role-play and stories. 
 

 

 

Cross Curricular Areas/Skills 
 
We aim to make as many cross curricular links as possible within the Early Years. While developing 
children’s knowledge and application of the Specific areas of the curriculum, children are 
constantly making progress and supported with their development within the Prime areas of the 
curriculum.  Recognition towards the Characteristics of Effective Learning are also considered with 
the aim of enabling children to become independent and enthusiastic learners who are inquisitive 
and who are able to ask questions to further their individual learning paths. 
 
The activities are linked wherever possible to the termly topics of ‘People Who Help us’ ‘Traditional Tales’ 
and ‘Castles’. Where possible other areas of the curriculum will be explored. 
 

 

Scheme of Work/ Programme of Study 
 

Art and Design 
 
Activities this term will include: 



 
 

 Staff Day 

 Create items to make a ‘People who Help us’ display in the classroom.. 

 Make toilet roll Firefighters to add to the People who Help us display. 

 Continue with ‘People who Help us’ interactive activities.  

 Chinese New Year – make Chinese lanterns and Ang Pow money envelopes.  

 Valentines Day 

  Look at images of Hokusai, the famous Japanese artist       

 Create a ‘Frog Life Cycle’ display   

 World Book Day: Activities focused on a story to fit with ‘Fairy Tales’ 

 Make Mother’s Day cards/Castle themed activities – make a shield 

 Make Easter Cards/Castle themed activities 

 Consolidation and free choice 
 

Drama 
 
Activities this term will include: 
 

 Can we pretend we are doing something without props: making a sandcastle, swimming etc 

 Role play ‘People who Help us’ 

 Fire Safety and how to ask a Policeman for help. 

 Continue to role play ‘People who Help us’. Think about different emotions and developing 
empathy within the class. 

 Sharing a Shell – who has been to the beach? 

 Re-enact the story. 

 Re-enact the story 

 How would it feel to live in a castle and be a King/Queen? 

 Acting out a story to fit with World Book Day 

 New life/Spring 

 George and the Dragon – Saint George’s Day 

 Consolidation of this term 
 
 

Music 
 
Activities this term will be taken from ‘Music Express’ along with other activities to provide 
enjoyment and exploration, they will include: 
 

 Beat and Tempo: Happy New Year  

 Loud and Quiet/’People who Help us’ Songs 

 Sing ‘If you’re happy and you know it’ and talk about what makes us feel happy. Continue using 
instruments to add to the music. Can you make a happy sound and an unhappy sound? 

 Continue with ‘People who Help us’ Songs. Explore instruments. 

 Can we create music to match the sound of the beach? 

 Look at creating our own music to follow and create music in our books for others to follow. 
 Use instruments to play the pieces of music that children composed last week. 

 Texture and free exploration of musical instruments, focus on correct names of items 

 Texture. Can we play any music to fit with World Book Day? 

 Free exploration of instruments 

 Can we follow a pattern/rhythm? 

 Consolidation of this term 
 

 

Differentiation 
 
Support will be given where needed and appropriate. Pupils will be supervised carefully during the activities 
and adult intervention will occur as necessary in order to stimulate individual creativity. 
 



 

Deployment of Teaching Assistants 
 
Teaching assistants will be partly responsible for preparation and organisation of resources and 
supervision of the pupils. Teaching assistants will also support pupil assessment by making observations, 
writing relevant comments and evaluations and taking photographs as evidence of learning where 
appropriate. 
 

 

Resources 
 
A wide selection of tools and equipment are stored within the classrooms and Art cupboard and can be 
sourced prior or during a lesson, some of this will be done by the Teacher/TA, some of this will be done by 
the children which promotes independence, making choices and selecting tools that they require for a 
specific purpose. 
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